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Sponsor Loyal Fans:86% of NASCAR fans agree that 

NASCAR drivers couldn’t run their car without sponsors. 
81% of NASCAR fans agree with the statement “I 
appreciate what a sponsor provides to the NASCAR 

experience”

#1 in Fan Loyalty to Sponsors: NASCAR surpasses all 

other major US sports. #1 in fans who consider trying, 
consciously support, and recommend sponsors

NASCAR fans are 30% more likely to consciously 

support a sponsor’s products or services.  They are 
31% more likely to recommend a sponsor’s products or 

services

NASCAR Millennial Fans

73% talk positively about brands that sponsor NASCAR,

63% always buy products or services from NASCAR 
sponsors, 55% switch brands specifically due to a 
NASCAR sponsorship

National Reach: Largest fan base markets

(LA, NY, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Philadelphia, 

Washington, D.C., Tampa, and Phoenix) each have 

approximately 1 million+ NASCAR fans 

Source: Simmons Research (Nat’l Consumer Survey, Fall FY 2018)

We Check all the Levels of the 

Marketing Funnel

70mm Fans













Increase Awareness

Create Affinity

Propensity to Purchase

Influence

Brand Building

Drive Sales

We have over 40 years of combined experience leveraging the NASCAR 

platform to benefit your bottom line.  We leverage our proven fan base  

(B2C) and our business to business platform (B2B).  NASCAR is big 

business.  You can benefit from the B2C dynamic, the B2B dynamic, or 

both.  

Our programs have generated strong ROIs and can be structured on a flat 

fee or embed an incentive component.  We only work with select clients 

who we believe will benefit from our platform.    
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Achieve Your Goals



Increase Awareness

Create Affinity

Propensity to Purchase

Influencer

Brand Building

We get your product in storesWe get your      product noticed

Drive Sales
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